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VERY FORWARD TWO�PHOTON e

+
e
− PRODUCTIONAND LUMINOSITY MEASUREMENTFOR ION COLLISIONS AT THE LHCDariusz Boian† ‡H. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisPolish Aademy of SienesRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, PolandandCERN, TS-LEA, 1211 Genève 23, Switzerlandand Krzysztof PiotrzkowskiUniversité atholique de Louvain, Chemin du Cylotron 21348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium(Reeived July 16, 2004)A possible way of using two-photon very forward prodution of posit-ron�eletron pairs for a luminosity measurement of ion ollisions at theLHC is disussed. The main harateristis of this proess are introdued,and followed by results from fast Monte Carlo simulations of the measure-ment using the proposed Castor detetor. The statistial auray of thismethod is disussed for the onsidered LHC ion beams.PACS numbers: 13.40.�f, 25.75.�q, 29.27.�a1. IntrodutionThe possibility of using two-photon proesses for luminosity measure-ments at hadron olliders was �rst onsidered in [1,2℄. The ross-setion forvery forward two-photon prodution of e+e− pairs in proton�proton olli-sions an be alulated within QED to a very high auray, espeially at theLHC energies for whih the high energy approximation an be used in thealulations [3℄. Therefore, measuring these pairs ould allow for a preise
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2418 D. Boian, K. Piotrzkowskiluminosity determination at the LHC. That has been already onsidered forthe pp ollisions [4℄, and in this work appliation of suh a tehnique for ionollisions at the LHC is disussed. One should note that in this ase no wellestablished methods are available to normalize the AA luminosity.2. Charateristis of the forward pair produtionThe main harateristis of the reation pp → pp e+e− are the very small(of the order of the eletron mass) invariant mass, Me+e− , and transversemomentum, pT, of the produed pairs (see Fig. 1). In addition, the aopla-narity angle ϕ is lose to zero, ϕ ≈ pT/p
(−,+)
T , where p

(−,+)
T is the transversemomentum of an eletron, or a positron. In ontrast, in the ase of the pairprodution in the inelasti two-photon proess, where one or both protonsbreak up, the distribution of pT is signi�antly wider, as well as for hadronireations, where the typial energy sale is the pion mass or higher, ratherthan the eletron mass. This harateristis orresponds to a very smallemission angles of the produed eletrons and positrons, with respet to theolliding protons. For example, for energies of a few GeV the typial anglesare of the order of 1 mrad. Detetion of suh events requires, therefore,detetors whih are installed very lose to the proton beam.
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagram of the two-photon proess; variables de�ned in the trans-verse plane are introdued � the transverse momentum of a pair, pT, and theaoplanarity angle, ϕ, whih is an azimuthal angle between the transverse mo-menta of the produed eletron and positron.The ATLAS and CMS experiments plan to study both the proton and ionollisions at the LHC, therefore, the issue of the ion luminosity measurementhas to be addressed. The usual method of the pp luminosity normalizationusing the optial theorem and elasti and inelasti hadroni interations isnot appliable here due to experimental di�ulties, in partiular neessityof measuring the elasti ion sattering at extremely small angles. In thisontext, the two-photon e+e− pair prodution is partiularly interesting be-ause the two-photon interations in ion ollisions are enhaned owing to theoherene e�ets [5℄. For forward pair prodution this enhanement sales



Very Forward Two�Photon e+e− . . . 2419as Z4, whereas the hadroni bakgrounds sale approximately as A2, where
A and Z are atomi numbers of the olliding ions (here ollisions of sameion speies were assumed). In addition, the inelasti two-photon produ-tion is suppressed in the oherent ion interations [6℄. The full oherene isensured for the very forward two-photon proess AA → AA e+e− thanksto very small virtualities of the exhanged photons. In other words, thisproess usually ours at distanes where ions an be regarded as point-likepartiles having harges equal to Z.The bakgrounds to the two-photon pair prodution in pp ollisions anbe strongly redued, with remaining two dominant omponents due to theDalitz deays of π0 and the pair prodution via bremsstrahlung proess inhadroni interations [7℄. These two hadroni bakgrounds will be, therefore,even more suppressed in the ion ollisions, beause in this ase the signalto bakground ratio is expeted to be signi�antly better than in the ppollisions. 3. Fast simulation of the measurement usingthe Castor detetorReently, Castor, a new detetor in the forward region has been pro-posed for studies of the ion ollisions in the CMS experiment. Below, thefollowing performane of this detetor is assumed in fast simulations ofthe forward pair measurement: the Castor (geometrial) angular aep-tane, extending between 2.2 and 8.2 mrad, and relative energy resolutionof 20%/

√
E, where energy E is given in GeV [8℄. To measure preisely theposition of the harged partiles hitting Castor, usage of the Totem T2telesope, with a spatial resolution of 70 µm [9℄, is proposed. Sine, thisaspet is not yet fully developed, a onservative spatial resolution of 0.5 mmhas been assumed below.In the following simpli�ed simulations only the Gaussian resolutions areused, with the quoted widths, to smear the �true� variables. In addition, thesmearing due to the ion beam angular divergene and spatial distribution atthe interation point are taken into aount. All quoted results, presentedfurther in the text, orrespond to an energy range for eletrons and positronsof 3�20 GeV. The lower energy limit is a ompromise between the need fora maximal ross-setion and the good performane of Castor, while theupper limit is rather arbitrary and a�ets the results very little, even if it issigni�antly inreased.The Lpair event generator is used for the simulation of the two-photonproess [10℄. This is a leading order, Born-level, generator initially on-struted for proton interations. Beause of the Born approximation itsresults annot be trusted if the produt of two ion harges exeeds signi�-



2420 D. Boian, K. Piotrzkowskiantly 137. Therefore, we present mostly results obtained for proton�ionollisions and light ion ollisions, where the higher order orretions, inpartiular the so-alled Coulomb orretions should be at most at the 1%level [11℄. The heavy ion ase is not disussed in detail here, and requiresanother approah � the Coulomb orretions, for example, result in a 11%derease of the ross setion [12℄. The Lpair generator has been modi�ed toallow for ion ollisions by saling the harges of the olliding partiles by Z,and by inreasing the radius of the harge distribution by A1/3 with respetto the nominal proton ase. The same shape, though, of the eletromag-neti form fator, aording to the so-alled dipole approximation, has beenassumed. In this approximation:
GE =

GM

µp
= (1 + Q2R2

p)
−2, (1)where GE and GM are the eletromagneti formfators, Q2 is the photonvirtuality, and R2

p = 1/0.71GeV2 is the proton radius squared.Hene, for the ion ollisions the ion radius RA is given by:
RA = RpA

1

3 . (2)The ross setion alulations depends however very little on the atual formof RA. If, for example, RA sales as A1/2, or as A1/4, the result hangesby less than per mille. This is just a manifestation of very small photonvirtualities involved.The simulations were done for the nominal energies of 7, 140 and 574TeVfor the proton, alium and lead beams, respetively.4. ResultsTable I shows the results of the simulation with the modi�ed Lpairprogram assuming the nominal Castor alorimeter aeptane and perfor-mane. A simple reonstrution proedure has been implemented, and thevalues in brakets orrespond to the results obtained when the uts weredone using the reonstruted variables. The results with the uts applied onthe transversal pair momentum, pair invariant mass and aoplanarity angleare shown in the olumn 2�4. The de�nition of the applied uts 1, 2 and 3are as follows:
• ut 1 � 2.23 < Θ < 8.17 mrad, 3.0 GeV< E < 20.0 GeV
• ut 2 � pT < 30 MeV, Me+e− < 70 MeV
• ut 3 � |ϕ| < 60◦



Very Forward Two�Photon e+e− . . . 2421TABLE IThe ross setions for three types of ion ollisions alulated using the modi�edLpair program after applying the aeptane and seletion uts. The values in thebrakets show the results after smearing of the prodution vertex and angle, andobtained using the reonstruted variables.Cuts 1 1 ∩ 2 1 ∩ 2 ∩ 3Ca�p 29.08 (29.16)µb 21.28 (21.32)µb 18.22 (18.19)µbCa�Ca 11.62 (11.71) mb 9.40 (9.43) mb 7.31 (7.33) mbPb�p 0.41 (0.41) mb 0.34 (0.34) mb 0.26 (0.26) mbIn Fig. 2 distributions of the transverse momentum, the invariant massand aoplanarity angle of the e+e− pairs produed in alium�proton ol-lisions and deteted in Castor are shown. The aoplanarity distributionshows the peak around zero, unique for the two-photon prodution, whereabout 80% events are ontained within an interval ±60◦. Moreover, the
pT distribution is very narrow with majority of events with pT < 10 MeV.

Fig. 2. Distributions of the transverse momentum, invariant mass and aoplanarityangle of the forward (along the ion beam diretion) pairs produed within theCastor aeptane in alium�proton ollisions. The dashed histograms show thereonstruted distributions.



2422 D. Boian, K. PiotrzkowskiThe reonstruted distributions (overlaid dashed histograms) are very loseto the true ones, demonstrating the adequate performane of Castor. Theresults of simulations are very similar for the p�Ca ases, both in terms ofthe ross setions and the shape of distributions.In Fig. 3 the same distributions are shown for the ase of alium�aliumollisions. They exhibit very similar features to the p�Ca ase.

Fig. 3. Distributions of the transverse momentum, invariant mass and aoplanarityangle of the pairs produed within the Castor aeptane in alium�aliumollisions. The reonstruted distributions are overlaid as dashed histograms.Finally, the same distributions are shown for the proton�lead ollisionsand an be seen in Fig. 4. They are similar to both previous ases.As disussed previously in the ontext of the pp luminosity measure-ment, the distribution of aoplanarity angle and pT is a unique signature ofthe (elasti) two-photon pair prodution and is a key fator in the preiseluminosity determination. It is, therefore, ruial to see if the detetor-reonstruted variables still exhibit the observed properties, i.e. if the dete-tor resolutions do not smear-out the signature of this proess. InFigs. 2�4 the distributions of the reonstruted variables assuming the Cas-tor performane are shown (dashed line). It demonstrates that the e�ientseletion of the luminosity events an be ahieved.From the point of view of statistial preision, the e�etive rate of lumi-nosity event is ruial. In Table II are shown: the �observed� ross-setions,obtained by requiring the produed pairs to be deteted in Castor, andthe time whih is needed to ollet a sample of ten thousand events (or toobtain a 1% statistial preision), for orresponding nominal luminositiesof ion ollisions at the LHC. It learly demonstrates that the detetion of
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Fig. 4. Distributions of the transverse momentum, invariant mass and aoplanarityangle of the forward (along the ion beam diretion) pairs produed within theCastor aeptane in lead�proton ollisions. The reonstruted distributions areoverlaid as dashed histograms.very forward e+e− pairs in Castor should allow not only a preise (andabsolute) measurement of the LHC luminosity but also fast on-line lumi-nosity monitoring. Further studies of the systemati unertainties and moredetailed experimental aspets of the luminosity measurement using forwardlepton pairs, inluding the possibility of using Castor to measure also the
pp luminosity at the LHC, will be published elsewhere [13℄. TABLE IIResults for four types of ion ollisions: the observed ross-setion using the Castordetetor; the expeted ion luminosities in ATLAS and CMS, and the time neededto ollet 104 luminosity events.Collision type σobs [mb℄ L [m−2/s℄ T1% [s℄Ca�Ca 7.31 1029 14Ca�p 18.2 ×10−3 1031 55Pb�p 0.26 1030 39Pb�Pb ≈ 1.67 × 103 1027 6



2424 D. Boian, K. Piotrzkowski5. ConlusionsIn summary, the measurement of the forward two-photon prodution of
e+e− pairs will allow a preise and fast luminosity determination for allplanned types of ion ollisions at the LHC. The reently proposed Castordetetor seems to be a very good andidate for that purpose, and shouldgive a unique opportunity of using the same tehnique to normalize theLHC luminosity. REFERENCES[1℄ V.M. Budnev et al., Nul. Phys. B63, 519 (1973).[2℄ V.M. Budnev et al., Phys. Rep. 15, 181 (1974).[3℄ J.A.M. Vermaseren, Nul. Phys. B229, 347 (1983).[4℄ K. Piotrzkowski, Proposal for Luminosity Measurement at LHC, ATLASNote 96-077; ATLAS Collaboration, ATLAS Detetor and Physis Perfor-mane, TDR, CERN-LHCC-1999-14.[5℄ C.A. Bertulani, G. Baur, Nul. Phys. A458, 725 (1986).[6℄ For example, see G. Baur et al., Phys. Rep. 364, 359 (2002).[7℄ A. Shamov, V. Telnov, Forward Physis and Luminosity Determination atLHC, World Sienti� Publiation, (2000).[8℄ CASTOR detetor, http://angelis.home.ern.h/angelis/astor/Welome.html[9℄ TOTEM Collaboration, Total Cross Setion, Elasti Sattering and Di�ra-tion Dissoiation at LHC, TDR, CERN-LHCC-2004-02.[10℄ S.P. Baranov et al., Physis at HERA, 3, 1478 (1991).[11℄ A.J. Baltz, private ommuniation.[12℄ A.J. Baltz, Calulation of Heavy Ion e+e− Pair Prodution in All Orders in
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